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Abstract: For several decades, algebraic 

methods have been successfully used in 
automated deduction in geometry. Objects in 
Euclidean geometry and relations between them 
are expressed as polynomials, and algebraic 
methods (e.g., Gröbner bases) are used over such 
a set of polynomials. We describe a formalization 
of an algorithm in Isabelle/HOL that accepts a term 
representation of a geometry construction and 
returns a corresponding set of polynomials. Our 
further work involves using the method of Gröbner 
bases within Isabelle system on the generated 
polynomials, in order to implement a fully formally 
verified algebraic prover for geometry. 

 
Index Terms: algebrization of geometry 

statements, automated proving in geometry, proof 
assistants.  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1. Automated Reasoning in Geometry  

 
The greatest advance in the automatic proving 

in geometry was made by Wu. He limited the 
problem set so that it does not contain 
inequalities. He was able to apply a powerful 
method to prove complicated theorems [1]. The 
method became more popular as many theorems 
were successfully proved (among which are the 
Feuerbach theorem, Carnot theorem, the tangent 
- secant theorem, Ptolemy's theorem, Euler's 
theorem, Stuart's theorem, and many others) 
[15]. 

Numerous authors have implemented and 
improved on this algorithm by various heuristics 
[12, 6]. However, it soon become clear that Wu's 
approach could be derived from Ritt's work [7], so 
this method is often called the Wu - Ritt method. 
The success of this method has influenced the 
development of new methods. One of the 
successful ones is the Gröbner basis method, 
which is based on Buchberger's algorithm [17] 
and can be applied to the same class of 
problems as the Wu method. Buchberger's  
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algorithm has been improved by numerous 
authors and today there are various heuristics 
that serve to increase the efficiency of the 
algorithm. By using this method many geometric 
claims have been demonstrated [17], such as 
Gauss theorem, Pappus’ theorem, Desargues's 
theorem, the theorem of Euler's real triangle and 
many others. There are numerous 
implementations, and some of them are in the 
commercial programs (e.g. Matlab and 
Mathematica). 

The main disadvantage of these two methods 
is that they cannot be used to prove statements 
with inequalities, and therefore the theorems 
about point order cannot be considered. To solve 
problems with inequalities, Wu suggested a 
method based on finding minimum or maximum 
values of the polynomial function under certain 
conditions [3]. In addition to proving in 
elementary geometry, Wu introduced the method 
for proving in differential geometry [4]. There are 
also extensions that make it possible to use the 
method for hyperbolic geometry [2].  

All listed methods translate geometry 
statements into equations using coordinates of 
the points of the geometry objects that are 
observed and then apply algebraic techniques on 
these equations. These provers give the answer 
"yes" or "no", but do not provide any information 
about the justification that would be 
understandable to a human and similar to 
evidence seen in school textbooks. There are 
numerous attempts to make provers that would 
produce legible evidence. One of the most 
important is the area method [14].  
 

1.2. Formal Theorem Proving  

 
Formal mechanized theorem proving assumes 

formalizing mathematical statements within proof 
assistants — specialized software tools used to 
find and check proofs semi-automatically, guided 
by user interaction. Formal theorem proving is 
used both in classical mathematics and in 
hardware and software production. Using 
mechanical theorem provers significantly 
increases the confidence in mathematical results, 
because many mathematical problems are 
usually so complex that there is no strong 
confidence that pen-and-paper reasoning about 
them is sound.  
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The most important results achieved to date 
are the formalization of the theorem about free 
numbers [18], the formal proof of the four-color 
theorem [11], Brauer's theorem of a fixed point 
[9], the basic theorem of algebra [20, 21], Gedel's 
incompleteness theorem [5], and many theorems 
of real analysis [10, 13]. 

One of the leading proof assistants used for 
interactive theorem proving is Isabelle/HOL [22]. 
Isabelle is a generic system for implementing 
logical formalisms, and Isabelle/HOL is the 
specialization of Isabelle for Higher-Order Logic 
(HOL). It could be said that Isabelle/HOL merges 
Functional Programming and Logic. Isabelle/Isar 
is a high-level language for writing proofs in a 
declarative manner. Working with Isabelle 
assumes creating theories. Roughly speaking, a 
theory is a named collection of types, objects, 
functions, and theorems. 
 

1.3. Motivation and main results 

 
The central motivation of this work is to 

connect automated and formal proving in 
geometry and to construct a formally verified 
automated prover for geometry. Before applying 
algebraic methods, geometry constructions and 
statements are transformed into a set of 
polynomial equations, but there is no unique, nor 
verified algorithm for this. Usually transformation 
is done by ad-hoc methods and there is no formal 
link between obtained polynomials and given 
geometric objects. With a formally verified 
translation method this problem would be 
resolved and this work is a step in that direction. 
So, our work is original and brings new insight on 
the subject as advised in [19].  

The best solution to this problem is described 
in paper by Narboux at al. [8] but though they 
deal with algebraic prover very efficiently using 
certificates, they do not check weather 
transforming geometry statements into algebraic 
form is correct. Rather than that, they just input 
geometry statements already written in algebraic 
form with checking if the process of obtaining 
them is correct. 
 

2. ALGEBRAIC ALGORITHMS 

 
Once the geometric theorem has been 

algebrized, algebraic theorem proving methods 
themselves can be applied. Algebraic theorem 
provers use specific algorithms over polynomial 
systems (each polynomial equation of the form 
p1(v1, . . . , vn) = p2(v1, . . . , vn) is transformed to 
p1(v1, . . . , vn) p2(v1, . . . , vn) = 0, i.e., to the form 
p(v1, . . . , vn) = 0). If f1, . . . , fk are polynomials 
obtained from the construction, and g1, . . . , gl 
are polynomials obtained from the statement, 

then the conjecture is reduced to checking if for 
each gi it holds that 
 

∀ 𝑣 1, … . . , 𝑣𝑛  ∈  R ⋀𝑖 =1
𝑘  𝑓

𝑖
 𝑣 1, … . . , 𝑣𝑛 = 0  ⇒

  𝑔𝑖  𝑣 1, … . . , 𝑣𝑛 = 0 
 

As Tarski noted, this could be decided by a 
quantifier elimination procedure for the reals. In 
practice, it is hard to prove non-trivial geometric 
properties in this fashion, because even 
sophisticated algorithms for real quantifier 
elimination are relatively inefficient. Therefore, 
another approach is taken. The main insight, 
given by Wu in 1978 is that remarkably many 
geometrical theorems, when formulated as 
universal algebraic statements in terms of 
coordinates, are also true for all complex values 
of the coordinates. So, instead of checking 
polynomials over reals, the field of complex 
numbers is used and the following conjecture is 
considered: 
 

∀ 𝑣 1, … . . , 𝑣𝑛  ∈  C 𝑓 𝑖  𝑣 1, … . . , 𝑣𝑛 = 0  ⇒
  𝑔𝑖  𝑣 1, … . . , 𝑣𝑛 = 0 

 
This is true when g belongs to the radical of 

the ideal I = ( f1, . . . , fk), generated by the 
polynomials fi, that is when there exists an integer 
r and polynomials h1, . . . , hk such that 

𝑔𝑖
𝑟 =  

𝑘

𝑖 =1

 𝑖 𝑓 𝑖  

The two most famous methods use a kind of 

Euclidean division to check the validity of a 

conjecture of the form 1.  Buchberger’s method 

consists in transforming the generating set into a 

Gröbner basis, in which a division algorithm can 

efficiently used, while in the Wu’s method a 

pseudo-division is used which closely mimics 

Euclidean division. 

The main operation over polynomials in Wu’s 
method is pseudo division which, when applied to 
two polynomials p(v1, . . . , vn) and q(v1, . . . , vn) 

produces the decomposition 

c
r 
p = tq + r, 

where c(v1, . . . , vn−1) is the leading coefficient of 

q in the variable vn, r is the number of non-zero 
coefficients of p, t(v1, . . . , vn) is the pseudo-
quotient, r(v1, . . . , vn) is the pseudo-remainder, 
and the degree vn in r is smaller than in q. Since r 
= c

r
p -tq, it is clear that r belongs to the ideal 

generated by p and q. 
 

The first step of Wu’s method uses the 
pseudo-division operation to transform the 
construction polynomial system to triangular 
form, i.e., to a system of equations where each 
successive equation introduces exactly one 
dependent variable. After that, the final reminder 
is calculated by pseudo dividing polynomial for 
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statement (gi) by each polynomial from triangular 
system. 

Summarizing, Wu’s method, in its simplest 
form, allows to compute some polynomials c, h1, . 
. . , hk and r such that 
 

𝑐𝑔 𝑖 =   

𝑘

𝑖 =1

 𝑖 𝑓 𝑖 + 𝑟  

If the final remainder r is equal to zero, then 
the conjecture is considered to be proved. This 
simple method of Wu is not complete (in 
algebraic sense). A more complex and complete 
version of the method uses ascending chains 
which are considered in the Ritt-Wu principle. 
 

2.1. Applying Gröbner Basis Method  
for Proving a Geometry Theorem — an 
Example 

 

 
Figure 1Intersection of bisector 

 
The next simple example we illustrate how a 

simple geometric statement can be reduced to 
the ideal membership problem and solved by 
using the Gröbner basis method. Bisectors of the 
sides of a triangle are intersecting in one point. 
The basic idea is to place the figure above in the 
coordinate plane and then to interpret the 
hypotheses of the theorem as statements in 
coordinate, rather than Euclidean, geometry. So 
we begin by coordinatizing the parallelogram by 
placing the point A at the origin, so A = (0, 0). 
Now we can say that the point B corresponds to 
(c, 0), and that C corresponds to (a, b) (it is 
obvious that the theorem should be proved for 
any set of coordinates, but it can be easily shown 
that we can translate any coordinates into these 
ones). Now, this geometric construction is going 
to be translated into set of polynomials. 

Assume that bisectors of sides AB and BC are 
intersecting in point O1 = (x1, y1). Bisectors are 
completely determined by points A, B, C and O1 
and this yields the following equations: 
 

P1 : x1- 
𝑐

2
 = 0 

 

P2 : 
𝑐 −𝑎

𝑏
 ∙ x1 – y1 + 

𝑏2−𝑐 2+𝑎2

2∙𝑏
 = 0 

Assume that bisectors of sides AB and (x2, y2). 
This yields another two equations: 

 

𝑝1
′ : x1- 

𝑐

2
 = 0 

 

P3 : 
𝑎

𝑏
 ∙ x2 + y2 - 

𝑏

2
 -  

𝑎2

2∙𝑏
 = 0 

 
Thus, there is a set: 
 

G = {p1, p2, p
′
1, p3} 

 
These polynomials describe the construction. 

Now, it should be proved that O1 = O2. i.e. (x1, y1) 
= (x2, y2). In order to apply the Gröbner basis 
method, Görbner basis G

′
 of the set G is going to 

be calculated and the aim is to prove x1 − x2 →G′ = 

0 and y1 − y2 →G′ = 0. With the polynomials on the 

left hand side of these equations the statement is 
described. 
 
In order to compute Gröbner basis of the set G 
Buchberger’s algorithm is used and finally 
calculated result is: 
 

G′ ={g1, g2, g3, g4, g5, g6} = { x1- 
𝑐

2
 , x2- 

𝑐

2
 ,  

𝑐 −𝑎

𝑏
 ∙ x1 

– y1 + 
𝑏2−𝑐 2+𝑎2

2∙𝑏
 ,  

𝑎

𝑏
 ∙ x2 + y2 - 

𝑏

2
 -  

𝑎2

2∙𝑏
 , – y1 + 

𝑏

2∙
+ 

𝑎2

2∙𝑏
 -  

𝑎∙𝑐

2∙𝑏
 , y2 - 

𝑏

2∙
 - 

𝑎2

2∙𝑏
 +  

𝑎∙𝑐

2∙𝑏
 } 

 

Using this x1 − x2 →G′  0 can be easily shown. 

Indeed, 
 

x1 − x2 →g1  -x2 + 
𝑐

2
  →g3   - x2 + 

𝑐

2
 + x2 - 

𝑐

2
 = 0 . 

 

Similarly y1 − y2 →G′ 0 can be shown 

 

y1 − y2 →g5  -y2 + 
𝑏

2∙
 + 

𝑎2

2∙𝑏
 -  

𝑎∙𝑐

2∙𝑏
 →g6  -y2 + 

𝑏

2∙
 + 

𝑎2

2∙𝑏
 -  

𝑎∙𝑐

2∙𝑏
 + y2 - 

𝑏

2∙
 - 

𝑎2

2∙𝑏
 +  

𝑎∙𝑐

2∙𝑏
 = 0. 

 

2.2.   Algebraization of Geometry Statements 

Algebraic methods, used as methods for 
automated theorem proving in geometry for 
theorems of constructive type (i.e., conjectures 
about geometric objects obtained by geometric 
constructions), introduce (symbolic) coordinates 
for geometric objects involved (points, and 
possibly lines), express geometric constructions 
and statements as algebraic (multivariate 
polynomial) equations involving introduced co- 
ordinates and then use algebraic means to prove 
that the statement follows from the construction. 

The standard algebrization procedure 
introduces fresh symbolic variables for point 
coordinates and introduces (polynomial) 
equations that characterize every construction 
step and the statement to be proved. Although for 
lines involved in the construction unknown 
coefficients could be introduced, the standard 



 

 

procedure avoids that and uses only points (while 
lines are specified only implicitly). Each 
construction starts from a set of free points and 
introduces dependent points along the way. In 
some cases, dependent points are chosen with a 
degree of freedom (e.g., choosing a random point 
on line). Each point gets a pair of coordinates 
represented by symbolic variables. Free 
variables are usually denoted by ui, while the 
dependent ones are denoted by xi. If a point is 
free, both its coordinates will be free variables. If 
a point is, dependent, but with a degree of 
freedom, one coordinate will be a free, while the 
another one will be a dependent variable. If a 
point is dependent both its coordinates will be 
dependent ones. 
 

Geometry constraints over points can be 
formulated as algebraic constraints over the point 
coordinates (i.e., as polynomial equations over 
the introduced symbolic variables). For example, 
assume that symbolic coordinates of the point A 
are (xa, ya), the point B are (xb, yb), and the point 
C are (xc, yc). The fact that A is the midpoint of 
the segment BC corresponds to an algebraic 
condition 2 xa = xb + xc and 2 ya = yb + yc. The 
fact that A, B, and C are collinear corresponds to 
the algebraic condition (xa xb) (yb yc) = (ya yb) (xb 
xc). Similar connections are formulated for other 
basic geometry relationships (parallel lines, 
perpendicular lines, segment bisectors, etc.). 

Example 1 Let ABC be a triangle, and let B1 
be the midpoint of the edge AC and C1 be the 
midpoint of the edge AB. Then, the midsegment 
B1C1 is parallel to BC. 

 
Figure 2.  Parallel midline 

                                                                              

In this example, A, B, and C are free points 

so they are introduced symbolic variables A(u0, 

u1), B(u2, u3), and C(u4, u5). Points B1 and C1 are 

dependent so they are introduced symbolic 

variables B1(x0, x1) and C1(x2, x3). Since B1 is the 

midpoint of AC, it holds that 2 x0 = u0 + u4 and 2 

x1 = u1 + u5. Since C1 is the midpoint of AB, it 

holds that 2 x2 = u0 + u2 and 2 x3 = u1 + u3. These 

four equations come from the description of the 

construction, i.e., from the premises of the 

conjecture. In order to show that B1C1 is parallel 

to BC, it suffices to show that (x2  x0)  (u5   u3) = 

(x3   x1)  (u4   u2) holds. This equation 

corresponds to the conclusion of the conjecture. 

So, the geometric problem is reduced to showing 

that every n-tuple satisfying the first four 

equations (stemming from the construction) also 

satisfies the last equation (stemming from the 

conclusion), i.e., to show that 

∀u0 u1 u2 u3 u4 u5 x0 x1 x2 x3 ∈ R. 2 · x0 = u0 + u4 ∧ 

2 · x1 = u1 + u5 ∧ 2 · x2 = u0 + u2 ∧ 2 · x3 = u1 + 

u3=⇒ (x2 − x0) · (u5 − u3) = (x3 − x1) · (u4 − u2). 

 
Note that in the above example, the condition 

that ABC is a triangle is not translated into 
conditions that A, B, C are pairwise different. 
Also, the condition that B1C1 is parallel to BC is 
represented by equation (x2  x0) (u5  u3) = (x3   x1) 
(u4   u2). However, this algebraic equation is 
actually equivalent to the following weaker 
condition: B C or B1 C1 or B1C1 is parallel to BC. 
Therefore, when translated back in geometry 
terms, the conjecture that is to be proved by an 
algebraic method is: 

Let B1 be the midpoint of the segment AC 

and C1 be the midpoint of the segment AB. Then, 

the segment B1C1 is parallel to BC or B is 

identical to C or B1 is identical to C1.Since, B1 ƒ≡ 

C1 follows from B ƒ≡ C, the above conjecture is 

equivalent with 

Let B and C are two distinct points, let B1 be 

the midpoint of the segment AC and C1 be the 

midpoint of the segment AB. Then, the segment 

B1C1 is parallel to BC. 

This shows that translating a conjecture from 

geometry terms to algebraic terms and vice versa 

involves dealing with important details. A 

hypothesis of the form AB CD is typically 

represented by equation of the form (xb  xa) (yd   

yc) = (xd   xc) (yb   ya). Moreover, in most systems, 

this equation is used as a definition for AB CD 

which, unfortunately, breaks the link with 

synthetic geometry. 

It can be shown that most geometry 

properties are invariant under isometric 

transformations. If P1 and P2 are two free points, 

there always exists an isometry (a composition of 

a translation and a rotation) that maps P1 to the 

point (0, 0) (i.e., the origin of the Cartesian plane) 

and P2 to a point on the x-axis. Therefore, without 

loss of generality, it can be assumed that one 

free point has coordinates (0, 0), while another 

one has coordinates (u0, 0) (or (0, u0)). This 

assumption can significantly reduce the amount 

of work needed by the algebraic methods. In 

addition, there are heuristics (aimed at 

improvement of efficiency) for choosing among 
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the free points which two will get these 

distinguished coordinates. 

Example 2 Without loss of generality in the 
conjecture from Example 1, the points B and C 
can be assigned coordinates B(0, 0), and C(u4, 
0). Therefore, the algebraic conjecture to be 
proved is as follows: 

∀u0 u1 u4 x0 x1 x2 x3 ∈ R.2 · x0 = u0 + u4 ∧ 2 · x1 = 

u1 ∧ 2 · x2 = u0 ∧ 2 · x3 = u1 =⇒ (x2 − x0) · 0 = (x3 

− x1) · u4.  

which is trivially valid (since x3 − x1 = 0 follows 

from 2 · x1 = u1 and 2 · x3 = u1). 

3. FORMALIZATION IN ISABELLE/HOL 

 
Being able to show geometry statements using 

polynomials and Gröbner basis gives the 
opportunity to automate proving geometric 
statements. However, the connection between 
geometry and algebra is usually not formally 
given. Our main goal is to do this and prove the 
correctness of the whole Gröbner basis method. 
The most important part is the verification of the 
step that translates geometry constructions into 
polynomial equations and to the ideal 
membership problem. 
 

A. Term Representation of Geometry 
Constructions 

First, it is necessary to represent geometry 
constructions in a convenient way such that it 
could be easily processed by a computer, i.e. 
used by our algorithm. Thus, geometry 
constructions are represented using terms. 
Currently, two types of objects are supported – 
points and lines. Also, geometry statements are 
represented as terms. In Isabelle corresponding 
data types are defined by: 
 
datatype 
point_term =  
    MkPoint nat (* Independent points determined 
by their index *) 
| MkIntersection line_term line_term 
| MkMidpoint point_term point_term 
 
and line_term =  
   MkLine point_term point_term 
| MkNormal line_term point_term 
| MkParallel line_term point_term 
| MkBisector point_term point_term 
datatype statement_term =  
   EqualP point_term point_term 
| EqualL line_term line_term 
| Incident point_term line_term 
| Midpoint point_term point_term point_term 
| Parallel line_term line_term 

| Normal line_term line_term 
| Colinear point_term point_term point_term 
 

As it can be seen, a point can be specified by 
its identifier, or constructed as an intersection of 
two lines. Alternatively, it can be constructed as a 
midpoint between two points. Similarly, a line can 
be determined by two points or it can be 
constructed as a bisector of a segment, etc. Also, 
there are different types of statements. For 
example, Incident point_term line_term denotes 
that a point belongs to a line, EqualP point_term 
point_term denotes that two points are equal etc. 
 
Example 1: The term Incident (MkPoint 1) 
(MkLine (MkPoint 1) (MkPoint 2)) represents the 
statement that a point belongs to a line 
determined by that point and another one. 
 
Example 2: The term 
 
let c = MkBisector (MkPoint 1) (MkPoint 2); 
       b = MkBisector (MkPoint 1) (MkPoint 3); 
       a = MkBisector (MkPoint 2) (MkPoint 3); 
       O1 = MkIntersection a b; 
       O2 = MkIntersection a c in 
       EqualP O1 O2 
 
is the one that represents the example from the 
previous section — two points given from a line 
intersection are equal. Having defined term 
representation of geometry constructions, the 
next step is to translate a term into a set of 
polynomials so that Gröbner basis method can 
be applied. 
 

B. Brief Description of the Translation 
Algorithm 

This algorithm is used to translate term 
representation of geometry constructions and 
statements into their polynomial counterparts. 
The algorithm is recursive and produces two 
sets. The first set is the set of polynomials 
representing geometry construction and is thus 
called the construction-set. The second one is 
the set of polynomials representing the statement 
and we it will be called the statement-set. 
Gröbner basis method relies on showing that 
each polynomial in the statement-set can be 
reduced to zero by using the Gröbner basis 
calculated for the construction-set. 

Algorithm recursively process terms and for all 
unknown objects new coordinates are added. 
Also, at the same time, new polynomials are 
added to the corresponding sets regarding 
identities in analytic geometry.  

As an example, let us show the translation step 
for the statement of the form Incident point_t 
line_t, where point_t and line_t can be arbitrarily 
complex terms for a point and a line. The 
algorithm for this particular example works like 
this: 



 

 

● add new variables x0 and y0. These 
variables are unknown coordinates for 
the point O given by the term point_t — 
O(x0 , y0 ) 

● add variables a0, b0, and c0 representing 
coefficients for the line p given by the 
term line_t — p = a0 · x + b0 · y + c0. 

● call function point_poly(point_t, x0 , y0) 
that constructs polynomials connecting 
the variables x0 and y0 with the term 
point_t. 

● call function line_poly(line_t, a0 , b0 , c0) 
that constructs polynomials connecting 
the variables a0, b0 and c0 with the term 
line_t. 

● add the polynomial a0 · x0 + b0 · y0 + c0 in 
statement-set 

 
Having in mind that the idea of this work is to 

formally prove correctness of the method, it 
should be clear that everything used in the 
description of the method must be formally 
proved and such is the case with polynomials. 
This means that it is desirable to have such a 
formally proven theory in order to be able to 
represent polynomials and perform different 
calculations on them. Since this is not the focus 
of this work and has already been developed 
before, the theory used here is the Theory of 
Executable Multivariate Polynomials. In this work 
the authors represent polynomials using lists and 
formally prove many of their properties. 

Just as an illustration, we show a fragment of 
Isabelle code implementing this translation step. 
 
algebrize (Incident p l) == 
let x = point_id_x 0;  
       y = point_id_y 0; 
       a = line_id_a 0;  
       b = line_id_b 0;  
       c = line_id_c 0; 
      (s’, pp) = point_poly p x y (| maxp = 0, 
                                                           maxl = 0 |); 
      (_, lp) = line_poly l a b s’  
in 
(sup pp lp, 
Fset.Set[poly_of (PSum [PMult[PVar a,  
                                                          PVar x], 
                                              PMult[PVar b,  
                                              PVar y], PVar c])])" 
 

As it may be noticed there are two new 
functions point_poly and line_poly that have two 
arguments - term and two variables. These 
functions are mutually recursive and used to 
calculate the construction-set. That will be 
demonstrated by this example: MkIntersect 
line1_t line2_t. Same as before, line1_t and 
line2_t are terms representing lines and this 
entire term is representing a point. What should 
be calculated here are the polynomials describing 
the point. The polynomials depend on terms and 

variables. In this example the method will work 
like this: 
 

● add variables a1, b1 and c1 and these are 
unknown coefficients for the line p given 
by the term line1_t — p = a1 · x + b1 · y + 
c1. 

● add variables a2, b2 and c2 and these are 
unknown coefficients for the line q given 
by the term line2_t — q = a2 · x + b2 · y + 
c2. 

● call function line_poly(line1_t, a1, b1, c1) 
● call function line_poly(line2_t, a2, b2, c2) 

● add polynomials x · (a2 · b1 − a1 · b2) + b 

1 · c2 − c1 · b2 = 0 and y · (a2 · b1 − a1 · 

b2) + a2 · c1 − a1 · c2 = 0 to the 

construction-set 
 

These polynomials are derived using geometry 
identities so that a given geometry property 
holds. 
 

C. Proving Correctness 

The main part of our work is to prove the 
correctness of our translation by showing the 
connection between the geometric statement and 
the obtained sets of polynomial equations. To do 
so, analytic geometry will be used as a 
connection between the synthetic geometry and 
algebra. It should be shown that everything that 
is proved using the algebraic method also holds 
in models of the synthetic geometry. On the one 
hand, it could be shown that analytic geometry is 
a model of synthetic geometry, and furthermore it 
could be shown that all models are isomorphic, 
so everything that holds in one model holds in all 
others. On the other hand, it should be shown 
that everything that is proved using the algebraic 
method is also correct in analytic geometry. 
 

Connection between synthetic and analytic 
geometry. Let us consider the first problem — 
show that analytic geometry is a model of 
synthetic geometry. Basic objects in analytic 
geometry have to be formally defined. For 
example, a point 
can be defined as a pair of two real numbers: 
 
type_synonym point = "real * real" 
 

Now, defining the line is slightly more complex. 
Lines can be identified by triples of their 
coefficients. However, first two components 
cannot be zero simultaneously. Additionally, lines 
can have different coefficients and still be the 
same (if coefficients are proportional). For 
example, x + 2 · y + 1 = 0 and 2 · x + 4 · y + 2 = 0 
determine the same line. Two lines a1 · x + b1 · y 
+ c1 = 0 and a2 · +b2 · y + c2 = 0 are equal if and 

only if ∃k.a1 = k · a2, b1 = k · b2, c1 = k · c2. In 
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order to represent a line we define the 
equivalence relation between triples (a1, b1, c1) 

and (a2, b2, c2) such that ∃k.a1 = k · a2, b1 = k · b2, 
c1 = k · c2. A line can be defined as an 

equivalence class over the set {(a, b, c) | a, b, c ∈ 

R, a ≠ 0 ∨ b ≠ 0}. Isabelle code formalizing this 

definition is: 
 
typedef line_coeffs = "{(A::real, B::real, C::real).  

                                           A ≠ 0 | B ≠ 0}"  

by auto 
definition  
line_coeffs_eq :: "line_coeffs => line_coeffs => 
bool" where: "line_coeffs_eq c c1 = 
 (EX A B C A1 B1 C1.  
      (Rep_line_coeffs c = (A, B, C) &  
       Rep_line_coeffs c1 = (A1, B1, C1) &  
       (EX k. k ~= 0 & A1 = k*A & B1 = k*B & C1 = 
k*C)))" 
 
lemma line_coeffs_eq_equivp:  
                                           "equivp 
line_coeffs_eq"  
(* prove that line_coeffs_eq is an equivalence 
relation *) 
 
quotient_type line = line_coeffs / 
"line_coeffs_eq"  
by (rule line_coeffs_eq_equivp) 
 

Based on these definitions, additional 
geometric primitives (e.g., incidency) can be 
defined and their geometric properties (e.g., 
Hilbert’s axioms) can be proved. 
 
lemma  
   assumes "incident P1 l1" "incident P2 l1"                 

                    "incident P1 l2" "incident P2 l2" "P1 ≠ 

P2" 
   shows "l1 = l2" 
 

Connection between analytic geometry and 
algebra. The other thing we need to do is to 
show that our method is correct, i.e. if we prove 
something using Gröbner basis method, it really 
holds in analytic geometry. To do so we need to 
show this: 
 
(∀(u,x))(∀g ∈ G)((∀f ∈ F.f(u,x) = 0) ⇒  g(u,x) = 0) 

⇒          geometric statment 
 
where F(u,x) is a construction-set and G(u,x) is a 

statement-set. The first part is to show that ∀f ∈ F 

and ∀(u,x) f(u,x) = 0. The second part is to show 
that if (∀g ∈ G)(∀f ∈ F.f(u,x) = 0) ⇒  g(u,x) = 0) 
holds then the geometric statement in analytic 
geometry holds. This statement is inductively 
proved in Isabelle/HOL: 
 
theorem ―let (cp, sp) = algebrize term in  

     (ALL ass. ((ALL p : cp. eval_poly ass p = 0) → 

                      (ALL p : sp. eval_poly ass p = 0)) →  

                                                 
AnalyticGeometry.valid s)― 
 

While proving this statement all objects used in 
algebraic proof gain coordinates and then the 
proof can be connected with analytic geometry. 
Consider the following example: 
 
Incident (MkMidpoint (MkPoint 0) (MkPoint 1))      
                (MkLine (MkPoint 0) (MkPoint 1)) 
 

(MkPoint 0) (MkPoint 1) are assigned 
coordinates (p

x
0, p

y
0) and (p

x
1, p

y
1) that are fixed 

and do not depend on other objects. Then 
(MkMidpoint (MkPoint 0) (MkPoint 1)) are 
assigned coordinates (x1, y1) and these depend 
on coordinates of (MkPoint 0) and (MkPoint 1). 
The same thing with (MkLine (MkPoint 0) 
(MkPoint 1)) where are added coordinates (a1, b1, 
c1) for the line. The following equations should be 
satisfied: 
 

2 · x1 = p
x
1 + p

x
1 

2 · y1 = p
y
0 + p

y
1 

a1 · (p
x
1 · p

y
0 − p

y
1 · p

x
0) − c1 · (p

y
1 − p

y
0) = 0  

b1 · (p
x
1 · p

y
0 − p

y
1 · p

x
0) + c1 · (p

x
1 − p

x
0) = 0 

 
Using identities in analytic geometry this is 

easily shown. 

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 
In this paper we present a formalization of 

algebrization of geometry statements. Each 
statement is given using term representation. It is 
then transformed into a set of polynomials using 
our algorithm for transformation and finally it is 
proved that this process is correct (the 
statements stay the same after being 
transformed into polynomial form). 

This part of the algorithm is never formally 
verified before. It is written many times, but never 
formally verified. And since this algorithm is used 
to prove something it is important to be able to 
trust that it is correct. So, formal analysis is done 
and that its correctness is proved. 

Since the work presented here is in its early 
stages there are many things that should be 
improved. More geometric objects (circles, 
ellipses etc.) should be included and more types 
of geometry statements should be added.  

Further, the translation method should be 
connected to trusted implementation of Gröbner 
basis construction (already available in 
Isabelle/HOL). In this way, we would have a fully 
formally verified automated prover for geometry. 

Since our translation does not depend on the 
algebraic method used for the generated sets of 



 

 

polynomials, a significant part of our formalization 
can be reused for making a fully verified 
implementation of other algebraic methods — 
most notably, Wu’s method. 

If we show that a statement holds in a 
Cartesian plane (e.g. in analytic geometry), does 
it follow that the statement can be proved from 
the axioms of Hilbert or Tarski? There is a 
conjecture that all models of the Hilbert axiom are 
mutually isomorphic. There is a similar statement 
for the models of the axiom of Tarski. In addition, 
it has been shown that the axiomatic systems of 
Tarski and Hilbert are deductively complete, 
which means that each statement of the any 
model could be proved from the axioms. Using 
this, we know that if the algebraic prover shows 
connection between polynomials, then this 
statement is valid in the Cartesian plane (analytic 
geometry), and hence in all other models of 
geometry, which implies that the conjecture can 
be proved from, for example, Hilbert axioms. The 
formalization of these meta-theoretical properties 
of geometry is a very demanding task and it 
would be necessary to formalize the notion of 
provability within the geometry of Hilbert or within 
geometry Tarski. However, this paper takes 
certain steps in that direction. 
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